QUINTUS®
High-Performance Microsurgical HD Video Adapters

Your Gateway to a Full High-Definition Imaging Experience
Our full-featured HD video C-mount adapters offers a rugged, low-profile and lightweight design resulting from decades of imaging expertise in precision optical engineering and craftsmanship. QUINTUS is ideal for demanding HD microsurgical specialties including Ophthalmology, Neurosurgery, ENT, and Dentistry.

QUINTUS Features & Benefits
• User adjustable fine focus control enables a parfocal image display
• User adjustable IRIS control creates enhanced depth of field
• Independent horizontal image centering control centers the image on the display
• Independent vertical image centering control centers the image on the display
• Rotating C-Mount image orientation clutch provides for proper image display orientation
• Variable zoom functions available on Quintus Zoom

Focal Length Options
• 80mm
• 70mm
• 55mm
• 45mm
• 43-86mm Quintus Zoom

Optional Beamsplitters Available
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